“By using the tablets, I’ve learned how to do maths on my own. My marks have improved and I’ve watched videos on grammar, spelling and verbs.”

Assadek
A pupil in Niger

50 tablets and a video projector connected to 2 mini-servers hosting the educational material.

Already 532 digital schools in 12 countries in Africa and middle east
Botswana, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Egypt, Guinea Conakry, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Madagascar, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Tunisia

130,000 pupils since 2014

1 digital education kit
+ 4,000 books in the school curriculum
+ 4,000 videos and exercises from the Khan Academy
45,000 e-books from the Gutenberg library Wikipedia and Wiktionary

92% of digital schools directors believe that digital kits have helped improved children knowledge.*

Two time less absenteeism in schools equipped with a digital kit.*
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* Source : institut Improve, septembre 2016

Perspectives

“The tablet is a truly a cultural resource for us. It enables both teachers and students to access educational content, and is a powerful educational tool. We even use it to teach pupils how to write.”

Lamia Sakli
Head teacher, Tunisia

Supporting education for the poorest
With who?

With an educational mediator in each country, the Orange Foundation and the ministries concerned validate the pedagogical content and choose the schools that participate in the program. The Foundation supports the teachers who use the digital educational kits. An Orange volunteer is nominated for each school.

Why?

Some children have no access to books or the internet. Digital Schools are mobile electronic libraries providing educational content to under-resourced schools.

Digital Schools

Offering children access to education for truly equal opportunities.

How?

We provide the schools with kits including 50 tablets connected to a mini server that contains the entire school curriculum, Wikipedia, the Gutenberg library, the Khan Academy, the Aflatoun program, Scratch code training, and the Education & Digital platform free-of-charge.